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FOREWORDS (FOUNDERS) 
When we first grasped the severe magnitude of the covid-19 pandemic in the
beginning  of 2020, Wise Steps Travel (founded in 2017) was in its 3rd year of
operation and as a young social enterprise just on the verge of becoming
profitable. That’s why we were devastated when within a few months we had to lay
off 100% of our team to stay alive. That’s when Wise Steps Travel basically
wrapped up all outstanding bookings and went into hibernation or survival mode. 

Despite this shock we have to consider ourselves lucky, we were able to quickly
shift our attention to our other newly founded entities: Wise Steps Foundation and
Wise Steps Consulting and we rehired most of our team towards the second
semester of 2021. Those three entities are now part of the Wise Steps Group in
Indonesia. While still in survival mode we took on any project that is aligned with
our vision:

“To use the power of responsible tourism to positively change  
the tourism industry and people’s lives in Indonesia”

Tourism extends over so many different sectors, touches so many lives and can be
a real solution or opportunity for marginalized communities and individuals if
managed responsibly. Indonesia is so unique and diverse in terms of culture and
nature which builds up to an enormous potential for tourism. However, we have
seen in so many areas that tourism managed with one-sided goals of profitability
can cause severe destruction of Indonesia’s fragile ecosystem. Wise Steps will
continuously innovate and thrive to transform tourism into that force for good it
should be. 
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WISE STEPS GROUP
INTRODUCTION
We have to acknowledge that tourism decisions take place at multiple levels which
is why Wise Steps Group created an integrated solution that tackles challenges at
industry, community and governmental level through Wise Steps Travel, Wise Steps
Foundation and Wise Steps Consulting. This set up allows us to understand the
customer and industry needs, create relevant solutions at community level and
advise companies and destinations to develop feasible and sustainable strategies. 
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As devastating as it may be, this pandemic crisis offers us the chance to press the
reset button and change the course of the industry. Wise Steps will do everything to
support tourism stakeholders to build back better and grasp this opportunity to
redesign an industry that preserves the cultural and natural assets of this
fascinating archipelago rather than exploiting it. 
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WISE STEPS TRAVEL

The last two years have been particularly difficult
and we are lucky to have survived the storm. Before
the pandemic Wise Steps Travel was primarily
focused on travelers from abroad with a majority
coming from Europe and United States. With the
boarders closing and no foreign visitors entering the
country anymore for the purpose of travel we
basically were ripped off our source of income. Wise
Steps Travel was forced into a hibernation survival
mode with 100% of the staff laid off. Even domestic
tourism was not possible in 2020 so we shifted the
focus on other entities. With the funds left we tried
to support the tour guides and partners we were
working with as best as we could but when funds
were depleted, we had to stop that as well. 

Now we are adjusting to the new normal and
adopting our strategies to serve new markets with
new needs which will hopefully result in a comeback
of Wise Steps Travel. It is essential for us to
continuously communicate and integrate the
purpose of travel and its positive impacts. 

Matteo Bierschneider
CEO, Wise Steps Travel
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1. FOREWORD FROM CEO



Wise Steps Travel originally was offering Impact Journeys, Educational Journeys
and Voluntourism Projects with the main business coming from B2B partnerships
overseas. We used a large part of 2021 to rethink our business strategy and
decided to shift our target market to domestic and regional travelers as this is not
only the bigger market but also more sustainable in the long run.  

Our products are now consisting of: 

2. WISE STEPS TRAVEL PROFILE

Impact Learning Journeys 
Exciting adventures that allow the travelers to explore the natural beauty and
cultural diversity of Indonesia while supporting local communities and projects. This
will at the same time create authentic and interesting insights into the real local life
and everything that comes with it. We believe that’s how travel should be: mind and
heart opening.
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Study and Research Tours 
Study Tours customized or predesigned for Students, Businesses and Government
Officials to learn from destinations, places, sustainability leaders, local communities
and other initiatives. These guided travel workshops are packed with learnings and
facts to be inspired by and to use to make a difference.

CSR Events & Travel Projects
Supporting with Green Meetings, CSR Activities, bespoke Travel Projects and
Incentives that connect with local communities and contribute to a good cause
while enriching the mind of the visitors. Experiences can range from environmental
to cultural hands-on engagement or learning activities which will result in positive
impacts locally.
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Lucky enough we already had a good reputation among expats living in Indonesia
who were willing to travel despite constantly changing travel restrictions. We could
adopt our standards according to health protocols to receive some travel groups
to Sulawesi and Sumba which we were very thankful for.

3. PROJECT / PROGRAM PORTFOLIO 2021
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Sustainable Hospitality Journey 
A journey showcasing unique and
real sustainable hotels and
accommodations across Bali
Island. Ranging from local guest
houses via ecolodges to luxury
eco-resorts. This can be a learning
journey for students, business
owners or travel bloggers
interested in making a difference.
It will offer real insights and
travelers will learn fist-hand from
owners and managers.

For 2022 we have prepared some nice and interesting new programs that stay true
to our vision but serve new markets and hopefully will see some great results.  
Some of them are:  

4. 2022 Signature Program 
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North Bali Impact Journey  
As one of the most important
tourism destinations and place to
live for foreigners in Indonesia, Bali
has become fairly commercial and
an international hub. We want to
present the authentic side of Bali
to everyone who wants to know
the real culture, challenges and
local life in Bali. Suitable for short
term visitors but also great for
remote workers or digital nomads
to better understand and respect
the traditions of their new home.

Electrifying Journey
Depending on travel restrictions we plan to create 1-2 travel projects called
Electrifying Journey where travelers will not only be able to get closer to the
remote regions of Indonesia during a real adventure but will be accompanied by a
solar power engineering team which will help them to install solar panel solutions
for water pumps, housing or other needs of local villagers. A unique and
unforgettable experience with positive impact.
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WISE STEPS
FOUNDATION

Witnessing that tourism can have a powerful
positive impact on rural communities, Wise Steps
Foundation has been working with multiple
communities in Indonesia. Thanks to some
international donors we have been able to
introduce responsible product development skills at
local level and connect them to the industry. Over
the past year especially we have identified multiple
challenges working with communities that have now
become the main focus of the foundation.

Ayu Masita
CEO, Wise Steps Foundation
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We strongly believe that we need to invest in the
leaders of tomorrow in order to make a significant
difference. Beyond that, we realized that the people
we are engaging with, need long-term coaching  
 rather than short-term trainings to really be able
to thrive.With our Tourism Youth Empowerment

program we want to create an ecosystem of
young leaders that will not only be able to
make a living but also make a difference in
their communities to become healthier,
more prosperous and to reconnect with
nature and culture.
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2. WISE STEPS FOUNDATION PROFILE
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Wise Steps Foundation was established in November 2019, initially as a form of
Wise Steps Group's commitment to be a social entrepreneur. Starting from village
tourism development programs funded by Wise Steps Travel and its partners, over
time we transformed into a non-profit organization that focuses on developing the
youth capacity with special focus on the tourism sector. 
Here is our vision and mission:

Vision
Pemuda Desa (Rural Youth) achieves a good life quality and is able to preserve
cultural assets and their heritage for future generations. 

Mission
Contributing to economic development and improving the livelihoods as well as the
quality of youth life in rural area. 

How We Work
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Partnership: We work together with local and non-local
organizations, enterprises and educational institutions that
share the same purpose and vision. 

Capacity building: We build the capacity of Pemuda Desa by
means of training, education development, employment and
entrepreneurship.

Community: We collaborate with local youth communities
through Karang Taruna, the local youth organization. 

Volunteer: We are all about knowledge-sharing and do it
together with young volunteers to support and preserve the
local life and culture.



3.PROJECT / PROGRAM PORTFOLIO 2021
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In 2021, Wise Steps Foundation has collaborated with 15 villages from all over
Indonesia, including:

NUSA TENGGARA BARAT SUMATERA UTARA EAST JAVA

Sengkol Village 
Rembitan Village 
Sukadana  Village
Kuta Village 
Prabu Village
Mertak Village
Bonjeruk Village

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Tipang Village
Marbun Toruan Village 
Siunong-Unong Julu
Village
Simamora Village
Sinambela Village
Simangulampe Village 
Marbun Tonga-
Marbun Dolok Village

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

Sumberagung Village
(Red Island) 

1.

Some of the results were 6 community-based products created, including:

Capacity building for resilience tourism destinations and sustainable tourism
products in Humbang Hasundutan regency - Lake Toba (2021) 
GOPA: The making of "Buku Pedoman Pengembangan Produk Pariwisata
Berbasis Masyarakat Sebagai Pendukung Peluang Kerja di Wilayah Pedesaan"
(Guidebook of Community-based Tourism Product Development to Support
Job Opportunities in Rural Areas) (2021)
ISED – Identification of Tourism Potential and Products in Mandalika SEZ in
Lombok (2020 - 2021)
Tourism development and historical interpretation in Bonjeruk village -
Central Lombok (2020 - 2022)

1.

2.

3.

4.

Social Programs:

Rp 621,289,903 in total has been spent on social programs.
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Rembitan Eco Tie Dye 
Sukadana Cultural Attraction & Workshop 
Prabu Downhill Experience 
Mertak Sunset Trip Experience 
Lingsir Ratan 
Bonjeruk Annual Event  

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
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Marketing and Promotion Strategy Planning (conducted 4x) 
Sustainable Tourism Product Development (conducted 4x)
Tourism and Historical Interpretation Development (conducted 1x)
Tourism Destination Training for the Government (conducted 1x)

1.
2.
3.
4.

"Buku Pedoman Pengembangan Produk Pariwisata Berbasis Masyarakat
Sebagai Pendukung Peluang Kerja di Wilayah Pedesaan" (Click to download)
Final report of ISED – Identification of Tourism Potential and Products in
Mandalika SEZ (Click untuk download)

1.

2.

Our Publication:

Provided Training:

Wise Steps Foundation Partners 2021
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https://wisesteps.id/foundation/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/BUKU-PEDOMAN-PENGEMBANGAN-PRODUK-PARIWISATA-BERBASIS-MASYARAKAT.pdf
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13P7jgBozORQ8UHNJAZcMqfxOCMtLtT8q/view?usp=sharing


Signature Programs in 2022 :
4.2022 SIGNATURE PROGRAM
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Education
Program
This program is intended
to provide educational
opportunities and
supplies for rural youth. 

Employment
Program
This program is intended to
prepare and provide
applicable knowledge for
rural youth to enter the
professional world.

Entrepreneurship
Program
This program is intended to
help rural youth to
understand the local
potential of their area so
they are able to create
innovative products and
businesses.

Wise Rural YouthService Learning
Program
This is an knowledge
exchange program for
volunteers to engage
with the rural youth. 

1

2

3

4

Wise Scholarship Program
Scholarship Preparation Training Program for rural
youth who will take part in government's scholarship
programs such as Bidikmisi, LPDP, etc. 

1.
2.

Formal Education

English language training/course
Digitalization training/course
Public Speaking training

1.
2.
3.

Non-formal Education

Independent Life Skills
Communication Skills
Health and Welfare

1.
2.
3.

Life Skill

Self Potential Test
Communication Training (CV making, Job Training,
Professional Life Introduction and Company Visit)
Work Networking
Internship

1.
2.

3.
4.

Career Coaching

Identification and analysis of local potential
Stakeholder sessions

1.
2.

Resource Assessment and Mapping

Building Creativity
Strengthening Skills for Young Village
Entrepreneurs
Sustainable Business
Organizational Governance
Creating Products, Business Model, Action Plans,
Organization Structures
Pricing
Building Prototypes

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Product and Business Development

Market Analysis
Marketing Strategy
Branding and Placement
Promotion (Business Launch) 

1.
2.
3.
4.

Marketing

Impact Measurement



Regular Activities Particular Activities

English Course
Digitalization Course
Public Speaking
Course

1.
2.
3.

Scientific Visit (Work Institutions &
University)
Job Training (workshop)
Products/Business Result Exhibition
Business Launch
Introduction to Education and Profession
Aptitude & Ability Test

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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We need to start somewhere, so the pilot project of the Youth Empowerment
Program will be implemented in Central Lombok area:

Built Project Area
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WISE STEPS
CONSULTING

We strongly believe that tourism will recover,
rise and generate extraordinary benefits for
communities, businesses, environment, culture
and visitors. Let’s Build Back Better Indonesia's
Tourism!

The year of 2020 was certainly a very difficult one
for many businesses and employees particularly 
 for those who were tourism related. In many ways,
this has changed the industrial landscape
completely as well as the approach to tourism
development in the whole world. On a positive note,
the awareness about the importance of destination
resilience and sustainable tourism development has
increased significantly. 

Wise Steps Consulting was first established in 2020
and it completes the other divisions in Wise Steps
Group. Over last few years we we able to support
various destinations, businesses and communities
regionally, nationally and even internationally. To
further improve quality and know-how, we
collaborate with national and international partners
and then apply our local expertise to tackle the
challenges according to individual needs. 

This is were we see our calling, we are here to help 
 and to tackle these challenges with our relevant 
 programs and innovative solutions based on the
needs of government and businesses in 2022. The
Destination Manager Development Program is one
of our programs that among others covers
destination resilience and sustainable tourism.
Reliable data is more important than ever, changes
should be mapped out immediately and
measurable industrial research needs to support
the decision-making process. That's why we offer
Visitor Trend Analyzes, Research, and Measurement
in 2022 to validate new tourism concepts. 

Mochamad Nalendra
CEO, Wise Steps Consulting

1. FOREWORD FROM CEO
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Wise Steps Consulting is a tourism consulting company based on sustainable
tourism values that helps destinations and businesses to find ideal solutions for
their challenges. Our holistic approach to sustainable development can be seen as
a way to manage risk (risk management) using sustainable tourism and
technological innovations. Our excellences are:

2. WISE STEPS CONSULTING PROFILE
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Sinergy
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3. PROJECT / PROGRAM PORTFOLIO 2021

Wise Steps Consulting supported Kendal by developing a tourism vision for the next
5 years taking sustainability aspects such as socio-economic, environmental,
cultural aspects, and governance into account. The result will be used as 
 preparation for the  Tourism Master Plan (RIPPARKAB) of Kendal Regency.

Tourism Visioning (Kendal Regency) 
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Based on the latest Mid-Term Regional Development
Plan (RPJMD 2021-2026) of Kendal Regency, tourism
became of the key strategic development focuses of
the government. By optimizing its potential for
developing the creative economy,  Kendal should grow
into a tourism center in the Central Java. First
achievements are validated by the 1.2 million tourist
arrivals in 2020 and tour guide certification rate of 90%.

However, some challenges for the new focus on tourism
development consisted in managing the Covid-19
outbreak and managing limited regional funds (APBD)
for tourism facilities and infrastructure.

Eco Mandala Village Feasibility Study (Invest Islands)

Wise Steps Consulting worked as a lead consultant on an integrated business
feasibility study taking into account the diverse business area mentioned above.
Main deliverables were crucial data and analyzes about financial health, business
modeling and risk management that supported Invest Island's decision-making. 

Mandala Eco-Village (developed by
Invest Islands) is an eco-conscious and
sustainable community that values   the
earth as much as the people, located in
the south of Lombok. The property
integrates 88 residential units, local
experiences, permaculture gardens,
waste management facilities, health
facilities and an international school.



Apart from that, Wise Steps Consulting was tasked to prepare and conduct online
workshop about Indonesia's Future of Tourism by bringing together diverse tourism
stakeholders such as the Ministry of Tourism and Economy Creative
(Kemenparekraf), National Development Planning Agency (Bappenas), travel
agents, hotels, investors as well as business and professional associations to
provide a balanced and holistic perspective of what the future might hold.

Mid-Term Review Sustainable Tourism Program Indonesia
(Como Consult & Tim Gamper Associates)
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The Swiss State Secretariat of Economic
Affairs supported a large sustainable
tourism development program with the
overall goal to contribute to increased
sustainability in targeted destinations by
improving competitiveness and
sustainability of destinations, and by
refining a skilled workforce. Together with
Tim Gamper Associates and Como Consult,
Wise Steps Consulting needed to evaluate
the success of this program until now and if
needed formulate suggestions to adapt the
program for the future. 

Surakarta City Branding Towards Wellness Tourism
(Badan Promosi Pariwisata Kota Surakarta)

In 2019, the Ministry of Tourism and
Creative Economy (Kemenparekraf)
and the Ministry of Health (Kemenkes)
suggested to develop three
destinations that focus on fitness
tourism, one of which is Surakarta City.

While the city is known to be a center or Javanese culture (batik, culinary, etc.) little
research was done to understand the potential of fitness tourism. So with the
support of the Tourism Ministry and the city government to pilot fitness tourism,
Wise Steps Consulting was hired to conduct research about the potential branding
of Surakarta towards Wellness Tourism. The goal of the research was to
understand the potential, readiness and other related opportunities of wellness
tourism in the city and surrounding area in order to support the decision-making
process for government and tourism stakeholders about the city's ideal branding.
Tourism Stakeholders in the region were part of the research and helped to paint
the bigger picture for Surakarta's future branding.
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Experts from Wise Steps Consulting are
involved in the Tourism Destination
Resilience program initiated by PATA,
one of the largest non-profit tourism
organizations in Asia Pacific. This
program is implemented in several
countries in Southeast Asia including
Indonesia, Vietnam, Philippines, and
Cambodia. 

Tourism Destination Resilience (Pacific Asia Travel Association)

Wise Steps Consulting in
collaboration with local partner
consultants in Baubau City
developed the Limbo Wantiro
Tourism Development Master Plan.
The preparation of this master plan
focuses on village development
with the thematic concept of Limbo
which integrates local assets and
combines it with the strategic
location of Limbo Wantiro. 

Master Plan Limbo Wantiro (Bau Bau)

The idea of this master plan is to serve as a guiding reference for local
governments in the region when developing village tourism. It should also support
tourism development that is more socially, economically and environmentally
responsible.

"Without Resilience there is no Sustainability" is the basic idea of PATA's training. In
the first stage Wise Steps organized a training and workshop with several risk-
prone destinations across the West Java Province as the pilot of this program. The
In the 2. Stage, we will work with one destination and provide assistance based on
the pre-assessed resilience needs and context of the destination. The same
destination will be able to pitch their efforts together with PATA and Wise Steps to
international donor organizations in Stage 3 with the opportunity to receive
funding, from institutions such as the CDIA (Cities Development Initiative for Asia).



4. 2022 SIGNATURE PROGRAM

Program: Destination Manager Development Program

Activity: Training, Workshop, Mentoring

Background:
Oftentimes destination managers do not have background in
tourism. A comprehensive understanding of  destination
management including marketing, governance and
sustainability is needed in order to continuously providing
positive benefits for stakeholders in the destination. 

Suitable for:
Head of Department, Tourism Attraction Manager, Village
Head, Pokdarwis (Homestay and Community-based Tourism
Appreciation and Tourism Awareness Group) Head.

Program:
Visitor Research, Trend, and Measurement

Kegiatan:
Qualitative & Quantitative Research

Background:
Changes in tourism business landscape are very dynamic,
especially due to the pandemic. This results in changes of
trends, perceptions and behaviour of tourists. For this reason,
it is recommended for destinations to carry out a survey to
take advantage of existing opportunities. 

Suitable for:
Provincial / Regency / City Government, private sector. 

Program:
Sustainable Tourism Investment

Activity:
Consultation

Background:
Priority destinations are currently the stars for local and
foreign investment. There has been a change in the direction
of investment from conventional to sustainable. 

Suitable for:
Provincial / Regency / City Government, private sector. 
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WISE STEPS GROUP 2022

INITIATIVESINITIATIVES
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SUSTAINABILITY
FOCUS

Integrated

throughout all of our

content is

sustainability as

default. 

APPLICABLE
SKILLS

Complex concepts are

broken down into

comprehensive &

applicable elements.

SELECTED
EXPERTS

Content is co-

created with selected

experts in the

tourism industry. 

NETWORKING
& GROWTH

Learners will be

connected to industry

leaders, companies &

mentors to grow.

We look into a future full of innovations for Wise Steps Group. While our programs
and products have been sharpened and adjusted to the new normal such as the
much-needed Destination Manager Development Program by WSC or the Tourism
Youth Empowerment Program by WSF we will also add a powerful new component
called Wise Tourism Academy. An online learning platform filled with updated
content and courses with integrated social network to build the next generation of
tourism change-makers in Indonesia. The Wise Tourism Academy will also support
Wise Steps Consulting and Wise Steps Foundation with their training programs to
be able to reach more people. This shall make sustainable tourism knowledge
accessible, easy to understand and immediately applicable. We are currently
working on technical solutions, the content and hope this venture can be launched
very soon. Beyond this, Wise Steps will increase its awareness raising campaigns
and advocacy for sustainable tourism across Indonesia to ensure as an industry we
collectively turn the ship towards a more positive future.
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THE BRAND NEW PLATFORM

THE PLATFORM FEATURES

THIS IS HOW WE DO IT
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